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Ahwaz) are a permanent advance of money to you, to which
I am going to add (as security) the amount of 20,000 dinars
that are payable everv month by Hamid b. ; Abbas.1 This will
be the compensation for the iirst instalment [and I shall be
relieved of a heavy burden]."" 2
The two bankers, so we hear, made difficulties at first and
intended to refuse,3 but the Vizier did not stop urging them
until they gave their consent.
(3) In his request to this banking firm to give frrm a loan,
the Vizier 'Ali b. clsa could offer the future revenue from the
province of Ahwaz and other sources of income as securities
and guarantees. But we also hear of another application for
a loan by this Vizier—probably during his first vizierate, in
the year 913—to the same banking firm, in which a fiscal
method appears that had probably not been used by anyone
before in the course of 'Abbasid financial policy.
" When the Vizier eAli b. *Isa had to make payments for
which he had no funds, he would take from the merchants *
& loan (v_g,L 7	\) of 10,000 dinars, the security for which
consisted of letters of credit (suftaja) which had come in from
the provinces but "were not yet due, and by giving interest
at the rate of 1J silver danaqs on the dinar, which made the
amount of 2,500 dirhams a month. This arrangement was
made with Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron b. Am ram and their
representatives (\c^*l£* ^S <j~«j) for the period of sixteen
years [and after their death]." 5
In this agreement we have no less than the taking of a
well-covered long-term loan by the government from the
1 Here the musadara of this dismissed Vizier is referred to.
*	The words in brackets are only to be found in at-Tanukhi.
5 The difficulties at first made by the two bankers here show that they
did not have much faith at that time in the solvency of the State. The
refusal of merchants or bankers to give money to the State often led,
however, to acts of violence. Cf. for a later instance, Eel., iii, p. 282.
*	With the name of "" merchants " the two Jewish, bankers and their
finai were designated.
*	Wnz,, 81, 8-13 ; Tan., ii, 85,4^8. Cf. v. Kremer, Einnahmebvdget, p. 14.

